Emergency Checklist:

FLOOD
A Flood Emergency Response Plan (FERP) helps reduce the potential for a flood-related loss at your facility. Once
you have a FERP in place, review the plan annually, and perform one—or more— drills. What are the advantages
of having a FERP in place before a flood occurs at your facility?
A FERP helps you:
 Gain a thorough understanding of how a potential flood event could affect your facility;
 Make your emergency response team (ERT) and/or other personnel aware of their roles during such an
event; and
 Ensure you have adequate resources on hand.

Not everyone has the time or the resources to develop a plan immediately. So, until you have a FERP in place,
here are some steps to take before and after a flood hits your facility.

WHEN FLOOD IS IMMINENT
When flood is threatening your facility, ERT members and employees should take the following actions
(where appropriate):
Monitor flood conditions and keep the ERT leader updated. This should be done by a specifically
designated person. (Call the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [or other reliable source] or the local
equivalent in your area for the most recent and accurate prediction of water levels/crests.)
Relocate the following items to a safe area:
 Stock, particularly high-value items or those critical to continued operation
 Equipment, such as portable electronic equipment, computers, testing and quality-control devices,
dies and patterns, etc.
 Vehicles that will be needed after the flood, such as plant trucks, forklifts, tractor-trailers, etc.
 Critical drawings, records, files, computer tapes
Reduce the chance of a fire during flooding by:
 Shutting off electricity and gas to prevent short-circuiting of electrical equipment and lessen the
fire hazard of ruptured gas lines. (If the facility’s fire pump is electricity-driven, have a dieseldriven pump available as backup.)
 Installing barriers around sprinkler risers, yard valves and hydrants to protect them from floating
debris.
Shut down and drain flammable liquid piping systems.
Make every effort to keep fire protection systems operational during a flood.
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FLOOD
Fill sandbags and place around possible entry points and vital protection equipment, such as the fire-pump
house.
Install flood doors, planks and shields.
Secure or anchor any outside storage or equipment that cannot be moved to another location.
Cover large stationary machines with water-displacing, rust-preventive compound. (If you have machinery
in an area that floods repeatedly, consider permanently relocating equipment to higher ground.)
If you expect machinery might be exposed to condensation dripping from the ceiling, cover equipment with
large plastic sheets.
Fill empty storage tanks—including above ground and buried tanks—to prevent them from floating.
Give sump pumps a final check to make sure they are operational.

Close hand-operated valves on drain piping to prevent backflow through floor drains or plumbing fixtures.
Check roof, floor or yard drains to see if they are clear, and then continuously monitor them to make sure
they remain clear.
Consider increasing security and facility surveillance.
Place contractors and equipment repair companies (already identified in your FERP) on alert.
Make sure a salvage crew is on alert and prepared to take actions outlined in your FERP.
Contact Kapnick to review precautions taken.

AFTER THE FLOOD HAS HIT
As soon as possible after the flood, the ERT and other personnel should begin salvage procedures, beginning with
the immediate drying of equipment and dehumidifying areas of critical importance. Also:
Keep fire protection systems in service. This is vital because cleanup can result in the build-up of large piles
of combustible material.
Return any impaired fire protection systems, including alarm notification systems, to service promptly. Test
any system potentially affected by the flood.
Conduct all cutting and welding repairs to prevent fire.
Assess the actual impact, determine needs and initiate planned cleanup, repair and business – resumption
services.
Check flooded buildings for structural stability before starting cleanup inside.
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FLOOD
Check for spilled flammable liquid, contaminants, etc., and eliminate them before other work begins.
Remove standing water from the facility.

Clean and dry equipment, giving attention to the most vital or susceptible pieces first (these should have
been identified in your FERP).
Check, clean and test all electrical distribution equipment and system components exposed to flood water
or humidity.
Dehumidify damp areas and dry wet insulation and building material.
Remove flood debris from the facility and separate wet material.
Develop a Flood Emergency Response Plan now—if you don’t have one in place.
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